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Abstract: The rapid adoption of ridesourcing poses challenges for researchers and policymakers in
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), as it is an evolving new transport mode, and there is little
research explaining its effects on mobility behaviors in this region. There is a concern that ridesourcing,
which offers convenient and relatively cheap door to door services, encourages citizens to replace
their sustainable travel modes, like walking, with car use. This effect has been studied relatively well
in metropolises of the West, but less in the MENA agglomerations. This paper investigates whether
regular use of ridesourcing impacts the walking mode choice in Cairo and Tehran. The analysis uses
the results of 4926 face-to-face interviews in these two cities to compare the preference for using
a vehicle instead of walking between regular users of ridesourcing and other motorized modes,
including public bus, urban transit rails, private car, and traditional taxi. The findings indicate that in
Cairo, the regular ridesourcing users are more likely than regular users of public transport to use a
vehicle instead of walking inside their neighborhood. However, in both cities, ridesourcing users are
less likely than regular private car users to replace walking by using vehicles.

Keywords: ridesourcing in the MENA region; walking mode choice; modal shift; the impact of
ridesourcing on the nonmotorized mode

1. Introduction

In the information age, the influence of Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
on mobility behavior, particularly on walking mode choice, is gaining increasing importance by
changing the concept of distance, increased online connectivity and associated changes in individual
lifestyles [1–5]. Many studies emphasize that nonmotorized transport modes are sustainable, safe,
and efficient in terms of health, energy consumption and minimize environmental pollution [6–9],
as well as improve the sustainable economy and social aspects [10–12]. However, with the emergence
of smart mobility modes like ridesourcing in cities of the global south, it is necessary to study
their impacts on the tendency of their regular users towards walking. As defined by the Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE International) for terms related to shared mobility, ridesourcing services
are prearranged and on-demand transportation services in which drivers and passengers connect via
digital applications to provide door-to-door mobility services like “Snapp” in Tehran, and “Careem”
in Cairo [13]. Rayle et al. defined this new mobility service as ridesourcing because passengers can
“source” a ride from a driver pool, including private passenger vehicles through smartphone apps.
These apps communicate a passenger’s location to a driver through GPS and charge a distance-based
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fare [3]. “Uber” company mentioned that Egypt is its biggest market in the MENA region (the Middle
East and North Africa), including four million users and 157,000 drivers in 2017 [14]. In Iran, “Snapp”
is the first Iranian ridesourcing company which started providing services in 2014, and had a ride
increase of 70% per month in Tehran, with 120,000 active drivers and 0.5 million users in 2016 [15,16].
This rapid growth indicates the potential impact of these new travel modes on travel behaviors in
Cairo and Tehran. Some researchers mention the potential impact of ridesharing and ridesourcing on
urban traffic congestion by changing the car ownership rate in the context of the global north [17–20].
However, there is a concern that ridesourcing, which offers relatively cheaper door to door services
than private cars or traditional taxis, encourages citizens to replace their sustainable travel modes,
like walking, by car. Rayle et al. (2015) conducted an intercept survey of ridesourcing users in
San Francisco, indicating that around 40% of the ridesourcing trips replaced modes, such as public
transit, and walking [4]. The average trip distance by online ride-hailing services is between two and
four miles in five American cities [21], which confirms the potential impacts of this mode on walking
mode choice. The impact of ridesourcing on other mobility modes depends on the type of service
availability, type of urban design, and user characteristics [5,22]. For example, Alemi et al. (2018)
reported that the younger generation (millennials) reduced their amount of walking/biking more than
the older generations by ridesourcing adaptation [23].

This paper aims to study the association between the regular use of ridesourcing and the tendency
to a modal shift from walking to motorized modes for near destinations in two cities of the MENA
region (Cairo and Tehran). Tehran and Cairo are the megacities, located in the same region. With a
large-scale look to the world regions, the countries located in the MENA region have a relatively similar
culture, religion, climate, etc. In other words, these factors are different from, e.g., South America or
South East Asia. The MENA region has been the geographical basis of many international studies like
the ones done by the World Bank or the United Nations. Moreover, the ridesourcing companies started
their activities in these two cities in the same year and got a remarkable share of the market in 2017.
Furthermore, these two cities are representative of two different clusters of large cities in the MENA
region in terms of population density, socioeconomic parameters, and public transport conditions
which are mentioned in other studies, such as Reference [24]. For the above reasons, these two cities
have been brought into this research. This study is based on the theory that the regular use of one
transport mode influences other transport mode choices [25]. The research asks whether regular
users of the different motorized modes, including ridesourcing, private cars, public transport and
traditional taxis show significant differences in preference regarding replacing walking by vehicles for
near destinations. The analysis uses the results of a large face-to-face survey in Tehran and Cairo in
2017 to compare the preference for modal shift from walking. For this comparison, the respondents
are categorized based on their main motorized modes for their trips outside the neighborhood (far
distance). Then we compare the preference of modal shift from walking between frequent users
of ridesourcing and other motorized modes. We employ descriptive statistics and binary logistic
regression models separately for Tehran and Cairo.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Survey Design

This analysis is based on the data of 4926 face-to-face interviews in summer and spring 2017
in Cairo and Tehran. The interviews were conducted in 12 neighborhoods (six for each city) from
different land-use types in different parts of the city, including old town, in-between (transitional)
urban forms, and areas that are newly developed parts in the last 30–40 years. The full details of
the survey have already been published [26]. According to the literature review, the mode choice
of walking is mostly affected by socioeconomic characteristics and road network quality of the
neighborhood [27–30]. Therefore, the socioeconomic variables in this survey include gender, age,
occupation, monthly household income and cost, and having a driving license. Economic variables
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of the survey, such as monthly household income and living costs, were asked in the currency of
Iran and Egypt. Then the values have been converted to Euro, according to the exchange rate of the
central banks in these countries in 2017. Due to the important role of the road network parameters in
the tendency toward walking [29,31–34], two variables are defined in this survey as the connectivity
indicators of the neighborhoods, which are:

1. Intersection density (nodes/ha): This indicator quantifies the number of intersections per unit
area in a 600m-catchment area of each respondent’s homes. Intersection density corresponds
closely to block size in a neighborhood [29]. The greater intersection density indicates the smaller
blocks, which means shorter walking distances and increases connectivity in the neighborhood.

2. Link node ratio (%): The number of links (street segments) divided by nodes (street intersections)
of the street network within the 600m-catchment area (based on the network) of each respondents’
home. The greater link node ratio shows better connectivity of the neighborhoods. This indicator
shows how many paths are in the network per each node as different possible directions for
walking. However, this indicator is unrelated to the size or spacing of the blocks or intersections
in the neighborhoods [30].

In the mobility section of the survey, the respondents were asked about their main mobility mode
for their non-work trips outside the neighborhood. The respondents had to select only one option as
their main mode. Out of 4926 interviews in both cities, 4388 responded that their main modes for these
long trips (to the outside of their neighborhood) are motorized modes (2377 in Tehran and 2011 in Cairo).
The respondents are categorized based on their main motorized modes in five categories, which are
ridesourcing, private car, public bus/minibus/BRT/van, metro/light rail train/tram, and traditional taxi
(formal or informal). Therefore, a categorical variable is defined as “main motorized mode” with these
five categories for each respondent. The observed frequencies for each main motorized mode and the
demographic profile are illustrated in Tables 1 and 2 for Tehran and Cairo.

The main purpose of this research is to study and compare the preference for walking to near
destinations between the regular users of ridesourcing and other motorized modes. Therefore,
the interviewees were asked whether they prefer to use vehicles for near destinations instead of
walking. A binary variable is defined as the preference for using a vehicle instead of walking for a near
destination (yes or no). Whereas, the previous question asked about the main motorized mode for
trips outside the neighborhood, this question asks about the preference for using vehicles instead of
walking to near destinations within the neighborhood. The reason is to avoid the endogeneity bias
in the further analysis and regression model. Endogeneity bias might be caused by simultaneous
causality when an independent variable is jointly determined with the dependent variable, and causal
effects run reciprocally [35]. Therefore, the main motorized mode was asked for a trip outside the
neighborhood as the explanatory variable, and the preference for not walking was asked for trips
inside the neighborhoods as the dependent variable. Otherwise, if both variables were defined for the
trips inside or outside the neighborhood, there would be a higher risk of endogeneity bias.
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Table 1. The demographic profile of frequent users of the motorized modes for trips outside their neighborhood in Tehran.

Tehran
Total N = 2377

Public Bus N = 262 Metro/Light Rail/Tram N = 222 Personal/Household Car N = 1665 Traditional Taxi N = 162 Ridesourcing N = 66
N % N % N % N % N %

Age <25 65 24.80 72 32.40 187 11.20 37 22.80 6 9.10
25 ≤ Age ≤ 45 114 43.50 93 41.90 1012 60.80 97 59.90 43 65.20
45 < Age ≤ 60 53 20.20 38 17.10 380 22.80 25 15.40 12 18.20

60 < Age 30 11.50 19 8.60 86 5.20 3 1.90 5 7.60

Gender
Female 160 61.10 121 54.50 792 47.60 91 56.20 40 60.60
Male 102 38.90 101 45.50 873 52.40 71 43.80 26 39.40

Activity Work or Study No 142 54.20 98 44.10 421 25.30 49 30.20 27 40.90
Yes 120 45.80 124 55.90 1244 74.70 113 69.80 39 59.10

Having household car No 96 36.60 84 37.80 0 0 21 13 0 0
Yes 166 63.40 138 62.20 1665 100 141 87 66 100

Having driving license No 144 55.00 109 49.10 211 12.70 58 35.80 19 28.80
Yes 118 45.00 113 50.90 1454 87.30 104 64.20 47 71.20

M Mdn M Mdn M Mdn M Mdn M Mdn
Household income Euro 1002 935 1141 935 1435 1169 1275 1169 2165 1403

Living cost Euro 824 701 909 818 1151 1052 1064 1028 1344 1169
Income-cost ratio 1.32 1.09 1.26 1.12 1.28 1.17 1.22 1.14 1.57 1.17

Note: M is Mean, and Mdn is Median.

Table 2. The demographic profile of frequent users of the motorized modes to trips outside their neighborhood in Cairo.

Cairo
Total N = 2011

Public Bus N = 789 Metro/Light Rail/Tram N = 260 Personal/Household Car N = 698 Traditional Taxi N =150 Ridesourcing N = 114
N % N % N % N % N %

Age < 25 225 28.5 84 32.3 129 18.5 35 23.3 48 42.1
25 ≤ Age ≤ 45 422 53.5 119 45.8 389 55.7 62 41.3 58 50.9
45 < Age ≤ 60 114 14.4 43 16.5 148 21.2 40 26.7 8 7.0

60 < Age 28 3.5 14 5.4 32 4.6 13 8.7 0 0.0

Gender
Female 359 45.5 113 43.5 198 28.4 79 52.7 73 64.0
Male 430 54.5 147 56.5 500 71.6 71 47.3 41 36.0

Activity Work or Study No 238 30.2 75 28.8 104 14.9 63 42.0 36 31.6
Yes 551 69.8 185 71.2 594 85.1 87 58.0 78 68.4

Having Household Car No 432 54.8 175 67.3 0 0 49 32.7 0 0
Yes 357 45.2 85 32.7 698 100 101 67.3 114 100

Having driving license No 619 78.5 206 79.2 84 12.0 107 71.3 84 73.7
Yes 170 21.5 54 20.8 614 88.0 43 28.7 30 26.3

M Mdn M Mdn M Mdn M Mdn M Mdn
Household income Euro 5355 5000 4943 4600 9597 8000 6530 6000 11,362 9000

Living Cost Euro 4960 4500 4510 4000 7692 7000 5765 5500 9298 8000
Income-cost ratio 1.10 1.00 1.09 1.00 1.22 1.10 1.14 1.00 1.18 1.11

Note: M is Mean, and Mdn is Median.
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2.2. Analysis Methods

Regarding the research questions, a hypothesis is defined about the significant association between
the variable of main motorized mode (including ridesourcing) and the preference for mode shift from
walking to using vehicles in the samples of Cairo and Tehran. The Chi-square test of independence
is applied to test this hypothesis by two-sided p-values at significance level 0.001 and a confidence
level of 99%. To measure the strength of association between nominal variables, we use Cramer’s V,
which indicates values from 0 for a weak association to 1 for a strong association between the variables.
Moreover, the demographic parameters of the frequent ridesourcing users are compared with the
other four motorized types to study the significant differences. We apply the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test to check the normal distribution of the following variables: age, monthly household income, and
living cost. The test result for each of them indicates a p-value less than 0.001, which means that they
do not have a normal distribution. Therefore, the nonparametric tests like the median test and the
Kruskal–Wallis test are applied to assess for significant differences of median and distribution on the
mentioned continuous dependent variables by a categorical independent variable (main motorized
mode) at significance level 0.05. The null hypothesis for the Kruskal–Wallis test is the distribution
of the given continuous variable, whether it is the same across categories of main motorized mode.
The null hypothesis of the median test is the medians of the given variable, whether it is the same
for different rider types. The results of the Kruskal–Wallis test reject the null hypothesis for monthly
household income, cost, and household income/cost ratio in Cairo and Tehran at a 99% confidence
level. Moreover, the nonparametric median test indicates that medians of each mentioned continuous
variables are significantly different across five regular users of motorized modes at 0.001 level (p < 0.001).
The medians of the household incomes of regular ridesourcing users are 1403 (Euros) in Tehran and
9000 (Euros) in Cairo, which are higher than all other regular users of motorized modes in both cities.
Also, the findings indicate that the regular ridesourcing users are a younger generation in Cairo.

The logistic regression approach is widely used for modeling transport behaviors. We apply binary
logistic regressions to compare the probability of modal shift from walking to using vehicles between
frequent users of ridesourcing and other motorized modes at confidence levels of 95%. The odds of
using a vehicle instead of walking are defined as the ratio between the probability of using a vehicle
and the probability of walking for a near destination. The transformation from probability to odds
is a monotonic transformation, meaning the odds increase as the probability increases or vice versa.
In this regression model, the dependent variable is the odds of using a vehicle instead of walking.
The categorical variable of main motorized mode is the independent variable, which categorizes the
observations in mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive groups.

As the main purpose of the model is to study the probability of modal shift among frequent users
of motorized mode for the trips outside their neighborhoods, during the interviews, the respondents
were asked to choose only one mode as their main motorized mode. The other independent variables
are selected to control for possible confounding effects, as well as to avoid high multicollinearity among
independent variables. Thus, the independent variables in the logistic regression are the main motorized
mode, gender, household income-cost ratio, employment/study status, possession of a driving
license, intersection density, link node ratio, frequency of work/study trips. Statistically, a correlation
coefficient above 0.90 indicates high multicollinearity between independent variables [36,37]. Moreover,
we applied the VIF test (variance inflation factor) to check the possibility of multicollinearity among
independent variables. Hair et al. (2010) recommend that multicollinearity is a concern if VIF
value is higher than 5 [37]. In the samples of both cities, the values of VIF are less than 4.0 for the
mentioned independent variables, which indicate there is no problematic multicollinearity for this set
of independent variables.

The Omnibus tests of model coefficients are used to check that the regression model for each
city (with explanatory variables) is an improvement over the baseline model (without explanatory
variables). It uses chi-square tests to see if there is a significant difference between the log-likelihoods of
the baseline model and the new model. Here, the chi-square is highly significant for the model of Cairo
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and Tehran (chi-square = 466.304 and 265.481) at 0.001 level, respectively. For regression models with a
binary dependent variable, it is not possible to compute a single R2 statistic with all characteristics
of R squared in the linear regression models. Therefore, Nagelkerke R squared is computed for each
model of Cairo and Tehran. The results of the Omnibus test, the Nagelkerke R squared, and the correct
overall prediction of the models are mentioned in Table 3 for the logistic models of Tehran and Cairo.

Table 3. The results of the Omnibus test and the goodness of fit for the models of Tehran and Cairo.

Tests Cairo Tehran

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Chi-square 466.304 265.481

p-value <0.001 <0.001
−2 Log likelihood 1773.064 2202.462

Nagelkerke R Square 0.309 0.180
Overall percentage of correct prediction 79.4% 71.8%

3. Results

3.1. The Association between the Main Motorized Mode and Preference for not Walking

In order to test the association between the variables of main motorized mode for far destinations
and the preference for using motorized mode instead of walking for near destinations, we apply
the Chi-square test of independence for both cities. For Cairo, the null hypothesis is rejected,
which indicates there is an association between main motorized mode and preference for not walking
at 0.001 significance level with Pearson Chi-square = 369.01 and Cramer’s V = 0.428. For Tehran,
there is a significant association at 0.001 level with Pearson Chi-square = 119.15 and Cramer’s V = 0.224
between the main motorized mode and using a vehicle instead of walking. The responses of regular
motorized users to the question about whether they use a vehicle instead of walking, are shown in
Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1 shows that in Tehran, 19.7% of regular ridesourcing users and 39.7% of regular private
car users prefer to use a motorized mode instead of walking. This percentage is lower for frequent
public transport users, which are 17.6% for public buses and 13.5% for urban transit rails.

Figure 2 indicates that in Cairo, a higher percentage of regular ridesourcing users (19.3%) prefer a
modal shift from walking to motorized modes than regular users of public bus and metro/light rail
with 11.2% and 8.1%, respectively. However, they prefer to use vehicles instead of walking less than
regular personal car users, which is 50%.
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3.2. The Logistic Regression Models

We used a binary logistic regression model to compare the odds of using motorized modes instead
of walking for near destinations between regular users of ridesourcing and other motorized modes
for each sample of Cairo and Tehran. The regular ridesourcing users are defined as the reference
mode for the categorical variable of main motorized mode in the logistic regression. The results
of these models for Cairo and Tehran are shown in Table 4. Each estimator helps to predict the
probability of using motorized modes instead of walking. Each exponentiated coefficient is the odds
ratio in the multiplicative scale for a unit increase in the related predictor holding other independent
variables constant. An odds ratio greater than 1 specifies the odds of not walking by an increase of the
independent variable.

The model for Tehran suggests four statistically significant variables at the 0.001 level, which are
the main motorized mode, employment/study status, possession of a driving license, and the frequency
of work/study trips per week. Furthermore, the variable of the monthly household income-cost
ratio is significant at the 0.05 level. Because the variable of main motorized mode is a categorical
variable, the significance of each category is tested relative to the reference category (ridesourcing),
which indicates that regular use of personal/household car is significant with p < 0.001, while the
other types are not significant. Relative to the reference category (ridesourcing), the odds of using a
vehicle instead of walking for the regular users of personal or household cars are 2.76 times greater
than these odds for regular ridesourcing users. In other words, the odds of not walking for regular
ridesourcing users 64% (1–1/2.76) are less than the regular car users. Therefore, the results indicate
that the regular ridesourcing users are less likely to use motorized modes instead of walking for near
destinations. However, the model indicates that there are no significantly different odds of not walking
among regular ridesourcing users and public bus, metro, taxi. The model reveals that by holding
other independent variables constant, the people who have work or are students have 4.12 times
greater odds, and people who have a driving license have 2.74 greater odds of preference for replacing
walking by car than the others. Each unit increase of monthly household income-cost ratio increases
the odds of not walking by 14%. The exponentiated coefficient of the number of work/study trip per
week indicates that a unit increase reduces by 8% the odds of not walking. The odds ratios of the
road network variables (link node ratio, intersection density) are not statistically significant in the
Tehran model.
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Table 4. Binary logistic regressions in Tehran and Cairo.

City Tehran Cairo

B S.E. p value Exp(B) B S.E. p value Exp(B)
Main motorized mode <0.001 <0.001
Public bus 0.325 0.469 0.488 1.40 −0.719 0.278 0.010 0.49
Metro/light rail −0.272 0.484 0.575 0.76 −1.136 0.348 0.001 0.32
Personal/Household car 1.017 0.430 0.018 2.76 0.888 0.277 0.001 2.43
Taxi 0.403 0.482 0.403 1.50 −0.457 0.356 0.199 0.63
Employee/student Yes = 1, No = 0 1.417 0.192 <0.001 4.12 0.923 0.177 <0.001 2.52
Gender Female = 1, Male = 0 0.148 0.105 0.159 1.16 0.307 0.141 0.029 1.36
Having a driver license Yes = 1, No = 0 1.007 0.166 <0.001 2.74 0.828 0.197 <0.001 2.29
Household income/cost ratio 0.134 0.065 0.040 1.14 0.773 0.168 <0.001 2.17
Freq work/study trip No. per week −0.081 0.011 <0.001 0.92 0.003 0.009 0.777 1.00
Link node ratio Percent of nodes/hectare 0.008 0.004 0.052 1.00 −0.037 0.006 <0.001 0.96
Intersection density nodes/hectare 0.031 0.035 0.379 1.03 −0.178 0.045 <0.001 0.84
Constant −4.338 0.919 <0.001 0.01 3.097 1.142 0.007 22.14
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The binary logistic model for Cairo includes seven statistically significant variables at the 0.05 level,
which are the main motorized mode, gender, employment/study status, household income-cost ratio,
possession of a driving license, intersection density, link node ratio. Relative to the reference category
(ridesourcing), the odds of not walking for the regular car users are 2.43 times greater than ridesourcing.
In other words, the odds of not walking for the regular ridesourcing users are 59% (1–1/2.43) lower
than the frequent car users. However, the regular users of public bus and metro/light rail have lower
odds of not walking than the ridesourcing users at 51% and 68%. Therefore, the results indicate that
the regular users of ridesourcing are more likely to use vehicles instead of walking than the public bus
and metro/light rail. Moreover, there are no significantly different odds of not walking among regular
ridesourcing users and traditional taxi users. The model reveals that female Cairenes have 36% higher
odds of using vehicles instead of walking than males.

Moreover, by holding other variables constant, Cairenes, who have work or are students,
have 2.52 times greater odds of not walking. The odds ratio of having a driving license is 2.29 in
this model. Each unit increase of monthly household income-cost ratio increases the odds of not
walking by 117%. Each unit increase of the intersection density per hectare and link node ratio decrease
around 4% and 16% the odds of not walking, respectively. Therefore, improving the connectivity of the
neighborhoods by increasing the link node ratio and intersection density decreases the probability of a
modal shift from walking in Cairo.

3.3. Reasons for not Walking

If the interviewees prefer to use motorized modes instead of walking for trips inside their
neighborhood, they were asked about their main reason. For this question, the respondents could
only choose one option as a major reason. The options were designed in the present form to collect
subjective reasons related to the way people perceive and decide. This question gives an insight
into the respondents’ perceptions and attitudes and how they decide between motorized modes and
walking for a near destination in their neighborhood. The options of this multichoice question were
designed based on the review of similar studies in the context of the mobility behaviors in the MENA
region [38–44]. The options include six reasons which are:

• The destinations are not near my living place;
• There are no attractive and beautiful routes;
• The streets are not safe;
• There are social and cultural problems in the spaces near my living place;
• I do not like walking;
• It is slow/takes too much time.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the main reasons per each user group of motorized mode. The finding
indicates that the most observed reason of all user categories in both cities is “the destinations are
not near my living places”, for regular ridesourcing users make up 76.9% and 40.9% in Tehran and
Cairo, respectively. In both cities, the regular ridesourcing users mentioned the three additional
reasons for using a vehicle instead of walking, which are “there are no attractive and beautiful routes”
(Tehran 7.7%, Cairo 9.1%), “the streets are not safe” (Tehran 7.7%, Cairo 27.3%), and “I do not like
walking” Tehran 7.7%, Cairo 22.7%). The reason for social and cultural problems addresses social
barriers for outside activities of women, discomforted at being observed in public spaces, or fearful of
possible harassment. Figures 3 and 4 indicate that the regular ridesourcing users did not mention this
reason for not walking in Tehran and Cairo. This survey included the subjective perception of other
mobility modes, which were explained in another paper [45].
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4. Discussion

The aim of this paper is to study the association between the regular use of ridesourcing and
the preference for not walking to a near destination. The research method of this study is different
from the previous researches in the West and the MENA context, which studied the impact of
ridesourcing on other mode choices by some counterfactual questions [4,21,23,46–48]. They mostly
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asked, “what would you have done if ridesourcing services like Uber/Lyft had not been available?” If
the respondents answered the nonmotorized modes, it was interpreted that they had a modal shift
from nonmotorized modes to ridesourcing services. To answer this question, respondents have to
think backwards, and imagine a supposedly manipulated past. Instead, this study first defines the
different types of regular motorized modes based on their main modes for their trips outside their
neighborhood. Then their current tendency to a modal shift from walking in a specific domain is
derived by think-forward questions, such as “Do you prefer to use a vehicle instead of walking for
a near destination inside the neighborhood?”. In the first step of the analysis, the Chi-square test of
independence indicates that there is a significant association between the main motorized mode for
trips outside the neighborhood and the preference for not walking to near destinations inside the
neighborhoods in both cities. In the next step, by binary logistic regression, the odds of preference
for not walking are compared between regular users of ridesourcing and the other motorized modes,
including public bus, metro/light rail, private car, and traditional taxi.

4.1. Regular Use of Ridesourcing and Walking Mode Choice

The results indicate that in Cairo for the same socioeconomic parameters (gender, work/study
status, household income-cost ratios, frequency of work/study trip) and the same road network
parameters of the neighborhood (link node ratio and intersection density), the regular users of
ridesourcing are more likely to use a vehicle instead of walking for a near destination than regular users
of public transports like public bus and metro/light rail. On the other hand, they are less likely to prefer
modal shift from walking than regular car users. Therefore, the probability of not walking for regular
users of ridesourcing in Cairo is between regular users of cars and public transport. In general, despite
the studies which suggest that ridesourcing is substituting walking [4,46,48] or indicate ridesourcing
increases the use of nonmotorized modes for a small segment of users [49] our findings in Cairo
indicate that the tendency of the regular ridesourcing users toward walking is between the regular
users of public transports and private cars which is in the direction of the studies of Lee et al. [50].

However, the results of the Tehran model do not show significantly different odds of not walking
between the regular users of ridesourcing and public transports users with the same socioeconomic
and road network parameters. The results indicate that regular ridesourcing users are less likely to
prefer using vehicles instead of walking than regular car users. This finding is in the same direction as
Henao (2017) in Denver, indicating the ridesourcing users have more tendency to walking than ones
who use more private cars [51]. For both cities, the models do not show a significant odds ratio for the
regular users of taxis relatively to ridesourcing. Moreover, Figures 1 and 2 illustrate almost the same
preference for walking between regular users of ridesourcing and taxi in both cities.

4.2. Socioeconomic Factors

The gender ratio of the regular ridesourcing users indicates that women are more frequent
users than men in these two cities (60.6% in Tehran and 64% in Cairo). This finding is confirmed
by the other studies in the context of the MENA [52,53] and the African context [54]. Moreover,
the findings show that regular ridesourcing users have remarkably higher household income than
all other types of commuters in Tehran and Cairo. This finding is similar to other related studies
in the West [5,21,23,47,49,55]. In addition, the car ownership comparison indicates that all regular
ridesourcing users have at least one household car in the samples of both cities. Therefore, in the year
of the survey (2017), the findings indicate that citizens in the low-income range and without a car were
less likely to be regular users of ridesourcing in these cities. Based on the utility function of mobility
modes, travel cost is one of the key factors which is related directly to the economic status of the
household. If through the competition between local ridesourcing companies, the fares of ridesourcing
decrease, then the average income of the regular ridesourcing users would decrease near to the average
income of the non-car owner, which means they are more likely to become regular users. In 2018,
there was a significantly fluctuating exchange rate between the Iranian currency and Euro. Therefore,
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these average results for income have changed in Tehran. However, because of the profitable market of
ride hailing and the high penetration rate of 3G and 4G internet services and smartphones among the
citizens in Tehran and Cairo, more local ridesourcing companies provide cheaper services. Therefore,
it is expected that a higher percentage of non-car owners will adopt ridesourcing as their regular mode.

The age comparison between regular users of different motorized types indicates that in Cairo,
the frequent ridesourcing users are remarkably younger (42.1% under 25 years old) than others.
This finding is in the same direction as previous researches about the age of ridesourcing adopters
in the context of Western countries [4,22,23,56]. However, in Tehran, the age distribution of frequent
ridesourcing is almost the same as regular car users.

4.3. Impact of Neighborhood Connectivity

To study the association between the neighborhood connectivity factors and the preference for
walking among regular motorized mode users, we selected two connectivity variables, which were
link node ratio and intersection density. The binary logistic model of Cairo indicates that both
variables have a significant odds ratio lower than 1, which are 0.96 and 0.84 for link node ratio and
intersection density, respectively. This means that by increasing the connectivity of the neighborhoods,
the regular motorized mode users are less likely to use a vehicle instead of walking to destinations
inside their neighborhoods. This finding is in line with both the Western context [57–59] and the
MENA context [39,60,61], where it was concluded that improving the connectivity of neighborhoods
substantially increases the tendency of citizens to walk. However, the odds ratios of these connectivity
variables are not significant in the Tehran model. Thus, the Tehran model reveals that the probability of
a modal shift from walking is more correlated with the socioeconomic variables of the regular users of
motorized modes like household income-cost ratio, having a job or being students, and the possession
of a driving license. This finding is in the line of some studies in the Western context [43], and in
the MENA region [38,44,62,63] indicating that socioeconomic factors have stronger effects than road
network variables (like connectivity) on the preference for walking.

4.4. Reasons for not Walking

The percentage of regular ridesourcing users who do not like walking is around three times more
in Cairo than Tehran, which indicates Cairene users have a more negative attitude towards walking
than Tehranian regular users of ridesourcing. Moreover, Tehranian and Cairenes have a significantly
different subjective perception of far distance to destinations inside their neighborhood. The perception
of distance is influenced by not only the objective distance, but also the built environmental attributes,
such as pedestrian infrastructure, quality of road network in the neighborhoods, as well as the lifestyle
and cultural characteristics of the citizens. In addition, the subjective perceptions of safety in the streets
play a more important role in the preference for not walking in Cairo than Tehran, particularly among
regular ridesourcing users.

5. Conclusions

The results of the urban travel behavior research often come from high-income countries, while the
developing countries and emerging markets have a tiny share. These findings are very much under the
influence of the behaviors and preferences related to the regional context, and they are context-specific.
With the rapidly growing share of online mobility services in the large MENA cities, there is a need
to study their impacts on the mobility behavior of citizens. Moreover, the international ridesourcing
companies are developing their services in the different countries of the global north and south region,
like Uber and Careem. Therefore, the comparison of ridesourcing impacts between global north
and south contexts gives international research institutes and companies an insight into the different
mobility behaviors of ridesourcing users. This paper tried to shed light on the effects of ridesourcing
adaptation on the tendency of walking for near destinations in the two cities of the MENA region.
This study is based on the principle that regular use of one transport mode affects other mode choices.
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It showed that in Cairo and Tehran, the citizens who adopt ridesourcing as their regular motorized
modes for their trips outside their neighborhood are less likely to use a vehicle instead of walking for
near destinations than regular private car users. Therefore, these results indicate that car dependence of
frequent ridesourcing users is significantly less than regular car users in both cities. However, in Cairo,
they are more likely to replace walking by using a vehicle for trips inside the neighborhood than regular
users of public bus and urban rail transits. Therefore, there is a concern that in Cairo, by shifting more
regular public transport users to ridesourcing, the share of walking mode decreases in the modal split
of Cairo. In addition, the findings showed that frequent users of ridesourcing have remarkably higher
household incomes and higher car ownership rate in 2017 in both cities. However, the adoption of
regular ridesourcing might be increased among lower-income households and non-household car
owners by service fare decrease through the competition of ridesourcing companies, and improvement
of internet services in the next years. Therefore, for further research, it is suggested to study the
applicability and generalizability of these findings in these two cities in the following years and in
other cities of the MENA region with a larger sample size.

As these cities need to improve their pedestrian infrastructures, the policy of imposing a special
charge on ridesourcing fees, particularly for short distance-trips, could be useful to finance developing
pedestrian infrastructure, as well as to avoid the modal shift from walking for near destinations.
This policy has been implemented in some Western cities. Further research is suggested to study
the feasibility and impacts of this policy in Tehran and Cairo. Moreover, the findings of this study
indicate that regular users of ridesourcing have a significantly different subjective perception of far
distance in these two cities. Further research is warranted to study this finding and the influence of
built environmental attributes and cultural characteristics on the subjective perception of distance in
Cairo and Tehran.
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